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The panel “Do Zombies Walk 
Among Us” will talk about the un-
dead at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Coleman Hall Auditorium.
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The men’s soccer 
 prepares for its first matchup 
against Fort Wayne Sunday 
which is apart of a three 
game series.   PAGE 8
THREE GAME MATCHUP
Safe, sound
JOSH SAXTON| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS 
Charleston firefighter Colton Crowe carries the hose away after responding to a fire on Wednesday. Fire Chief Steve Bennett confirmed that no 
one was injured.  Bennett said the fire had spread to the attic from the outside of the house. “Crews had to cut holes in the roof and make ac-
cess to the attic to extinguish the fire”, Bennett said.  The cause of the fire is currently under investigation.
 LAS VEGAS (AP) — Threatening to up-
end a fundamental pillar of American democ-
racy, Donald Trump refused to say Wednes-
day night that he will accept the results of next 
month’s election if he loses to Hillary Clinton. 
The Democratic nominee declared Trump’s re-
sistance “horrifying.”
Trump had spent the days leading up to the 
third and final presidential debate warning vot-
ers that the election would be “rigged.” Asked 
whether he would accept the outcome if Clin-
ton emerges victorious, he said, “I will tell you 
at the time. I’ll keep you in suspense.”
Trump’s assertions raise the prospect that mil-
lions of his supporters may not accept the results 
on Nov. 8 if he loses, thrusting the nation into 
uncharted territory. Free and fair elections, with 
the vanquished peacefully stepping aside for the 
victor, have been the underpinning of America’s 
democratic tradition since the country’s found-
ing 240 years ago.
The Republican National Committee imme-
diately disavowed Trump’s statement. There is 
no evidence of widespread voter fraud, and elec-
tion officials across the country have denied and 
denounced Trump’s charges.
Wednesday’s contest quickly shifted from a 
calm, policy-focused faceoff into a bitter and 
deeply personal confrontation. Trump called 
Clinton a “nasty woman,” while the Demo-
crat panned him as “unfit” to be commander in 
chief.
Clinton, who began the debate with a lead in 
nearly all battleground states, forcefully accused 
Trump of favoring Russia’s leader over American 
military and intelligence experts after the Re-
publican nominee pointedly refused to accept 
the U.S. government’s assertion that Moscow 
has sought to meddle in the U.S. election.
She charged that Russian President Vladimir 
Putin was backing Trump because “he’d rather 
have a puppet as president of the United States.”
Trump denied any relationship with Putin 
and said he would condemn any foreign inter-
ference in the election. But he notably declined 
to back the intelligence community’s assessment 
that Russia was involved in the hacking of Dem-
ocratic organizations. 
Debate stunner: Trump to deny election results
Marketing 
workgroup 
talks budget,
branding
By Cassie Buchman
News Editor | @cjbuchman
Workgroup No. 6, charged with marketing 
and university branding, talked about commu-
nicating throughout marketing areas effective-
ly with the resources they have at their meeting 
Wednesday.
Communication studies professor Chigozir-
im Utah said some ideas they had previously are 
bound by resources.
Christy Kilgore, assistant director of Market-
ing and Creative Services, said if the university 
could spend very little to recruit more students, 
it would be awesome, but typically, institutions 
have to spend more to recruit more students.
Workgroup chair Richard Flight said there is 
a strong correlation between dollars spent and 
sales.
“Not to give a dollar amount, because I don’t 
think that is not the spirit of what we are doing 
especially in the environment we are in,” Flight 
said.
However, he said he does not think it would 
be unfair to use a comparative budgeting ap-
proach where we take an average of our peer in-
stitutions and match what they spend per stu-
dent recruited or as an overall budget or as an 
overall budget staffing levels.
Flight said this could be one budgeting phi-
losophy of many. 
Kilgore said one thing that could make the 
biggest difference considering the area is re-
source-bound is the restructuring of the depart-
ment.
“It would be easier now because we have few-
er people,” she said. “It’s sad, but it’s true.”
She brought up the idea of having the Ad-
missions Office, Web Team, and Marketing and 
Creative Services under one unit.
Currently, the Web Team is a part of Center 
for Academic Technology and Support, which 
reports to John Henderson, assistant vice pres-
ident for academic affairs for technology, and 
then to Provost Blair Lord, Kilgore said.
The Admissions Office reports to Lord. Mar-
keting and Creative Services used to report to 
the vice president of university advancement 
when there was one still in place. 
The vice president of university advancement 
would then report to the president.
Though all the people involved are good at 
communicating with each other, a structure un-
der one unit would take away many barriers, 
Kilgore said.
By Cassie Buchman
News Editor | @cjbuchman
Workgroup No.9, Academic Visioning II, 
looked at different aspects of reorganization 
within academics at their meeting Wednesday.
Workgroup chair Melinda Mueller said reor-
ganization can mean moving departments with-
in the four academic colleges to highlight certain 
careers or opportunities.
“That’s what we will be exploring over the 
next couple weeks,” Mueller said.
The workgroup members each looked at col-
leges in different states to see what they were do-
ing and how they were doing. 
One commonality between other universities 
the group looked at was a College of Health and 
Human Services.
Mueller said Eastern’s health programs are 
sort of scattered throughout different areas.
“Maybe we should have it all in one group 
and that will be something that we look at,” 
Mueller said.
While Workgroup No. 9 will be looking at 
other institutions, Mueller said they also wanted 
to discern what is working well at Eastern that 
could be implemented.
One of the aspects of reorganizing the group 
is looking at how to get a structure that high-
lights programs that meet the university’s mis-
sion and will attract prospective students.
Richard England, dean of the Honors Col-
lege, said the group could look at demand when 
seeing how to reorganize structures.
He acknowledged when talking about this 
type of reorganization, there could be a justified 
pushback.
He said when talking about these structures, 
the group should be guided by the principles 
that will drive the programs best, such as how 
different organizational structures can service 
students, the community and institutional via-
bility.
“That means that we’re moving away from or-
ganizational structures inherited based on a tra-
ditional methodology,” England said.
England said the organization of some colleg-
es might make sense in a historical perspective, 
but for incoming freshmen they do not.
Austin Cheney, the chair of the technology 
department, said the reorganization should be 
more intentional, poll driven and looks at mar-
ket fields.
“Here are career fields, health type fields, 
lump a program in that area,” Cheney said. 
He said the colleges could gear toward words 
the public is hearing at the moment.
“They’re hearing (Science, Technology, En-
gineering and Mathematics), STEM, STEM,” 
Cheney said.
Mueller said one of the challenges is balanc-
ing the organization for these high demand ar-
eas and departments such as the humanities and 
fine arts, which are important to the university.
Workgroup talks structures
Structures, page 5 Marketing, page 5 
Debate, page 5 
“There is value in being on the same team,” Kilgore 
said. “We’d have a clearer idea of how to grow people. 
It could be big, make a difference and could be imple-
mented.”
Flight said when the departments are separated and 
their goals are not aligned, there could be conflict be-
tween departments.
“For instance, if enrollment identifies a group of po-
tential students, marketing can position a message di-
rectly to that group of potential students,” Flight said. 
“They can work better together.”
Kilgore said some people do not realize people who 
work in different offices do work that is somewhat re-
lated, and it could make it harder to send the right per-
son to get things done.
“We don’t want to ask you to do so much footwork, 
asking this person and asking this person and asking 
this person for this thing,” Kilgore said. “So to have 
this centralized better for a person working in a group 
would be better for the people we’re trying to serve.”
Flight said this could deal more with efficiency rath-
er than spending money. 
Utah said structural issues are the foundation for ev-
erything, so if the group can figure out how to map the 
progressions starting from places being structured, they 
can lay the foundation for other plans to happen.
“It would be very clear to read and understand as 
recommendations,” Utah said.
Local weather
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By Marisa Foglia
Pop Culture Reporter | @DEN_News
Over the weekend, Outside Maga-
zine wrote an article stating the Great 
Barrier Reef was dead, causing a ton 
of backlash on the Internet and mak-
ing the reef a trending topic on social 
media.  
According to CNN, the media back-
lash has caused scientists to fear the 
over-exaggeration will lead readers to 
believe the reef is past recovery, and 
people will stop trying to protect it. 
Eric Bollinger, a biology professor, 
said the Great Barrier Reef is not dead, 
but indeed in danger, along with all the 
other reefs around the world. 
“Virtually all of the direct factors 
(of the bleaching of coral reefs) tie into 
global climate change,” Bollinger said.
Bollinger then said the temperature 
increase makes the corals release their 
zooxanthellae, a symbiotic algae that 
creates sugar for the coral, which results 
in the bleaching of the coral reef.
The bleaching of coral reefs pose 
many problems to humanity since 
there are many benefits coral reefs can 
provide.  According to the Nation-
al Ocean Service, compounds in coral 
reefs are used in medicines to treat can-
cer, Alzheimer’s disease, heart disease 
and many other diseases.
Australia has implemented The Reef 
2050 Plan in efforts to help protect the 
reef from bleaching until the year 2050.
“It’s better than not doing anything, 
but we have a global problem,” Bol-
linger said. “Perhaps the only way to 
create a long-term solution is to limit 
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse 
gasses.” 
Bollinger also said plans such as the 
Paris Agreement are more likely to have 
a bigger impact on reefs than anything 
implemented locally.  Bollinger is refer-
ring to the agreement within the Unit-
ed Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change to decrease global 
warming. 
 “If we don’t do something about 
global climate change, there’s a very 
good chance coral reefs will disappear 
by the middle part of the century,” 
Bollinger said.  “The best way for stu-
dents to save species in danger, such as 
the Great Barrier Reef, is to vote with a 
conscience.”
Marisa Foglia can be reached at 
581-2812 or mjfoglia@eiu.edu.
Health care task 
force provides 
update on its work
CHICAGO (AP) — Illinois Repub-
lican Gov. Bruce Rauner renewed his 
emphasis on finding waste in taxpayer-
funded health care programs Wednes-
day by releasing a report from a task 
force he created to study the matter.
Established in April, the group has 
studied the best practices of agency 
fraud prevention units, the efforts of 
the federal government and other state 
governments and those in the private 
sector. But savings have been elusive 
so far.
The state has removed about 6,000 
dependents from the State Employee 
Group Insurance Program for eligibil-
ity issues such as divorced spouses and 
adult children, which reaped $20 mil-
lion in savings last fiscal year. The em-
ployee group insurance program covers 
most of the state's employees, their de-
pendents and retirees and costs taxpay-
ers about $3 billion a year.
However, the group health insur-
ance plans haven't been paid in more 
than a year because of the ongoing 
state budget crisis. Insurers have con-
tinued to voluntarily pay health care 
professionals and hospitals despite the 
fact that the state is far behind on dol-
ing out for monthly premiums.
Rauner's task force plans to contin-
ue to look for ways to eliminate waste 
in other areas, such as in-home health 
care services, according to its report.
Man sentenced to 
30 years for trying 
to aid Islamic State 
WEST CHESTER, Pa. (AP) — 
Professors at 14 state universities 
went on strike Wednesday, disrupt-
ing classes midsemester for more 
than 100,000 students after contract 
negotiations hit an impasse.
Members of the Association of 
Pennsylvania State College and Uni-
versity Faculties went on strike at 
5 a.m. because no agreement was 
reached with the Pennsylvania State 
System of Higher Education. The 
union represents more than 5,000 
faculty and coaches across the state.
This is the first strike in the sys-
tem's 34-year history. State-related 
schools — Penn State, Temple Uni-
versity, the University of Pittsburgh 
and Lincoln University — are not af-
fected.
The state told students to report 
for their scheduled classes unless their 
schools indicated otherwise.
No updates were provided from 
either side Wednesday evening on 
whether negotiations might resume.
The Pennsylvania state system is 
one of the nation's largest public uni-
versity systems. State funding for the 
system, at $444 million this year, is 
about the same as it was 17 years ago, 
even as full-time enrollment has risen 
more than 10 percent.
Around the state, faculty mem-
bers walked picket lines, chanting 
and carrying red signs declaring "On 
Strike."
At West Chester University, out-
side Philadelphia, dozens of pro-
fessors, students and supporters 
marched outside the school.
Picketers, many of whom were up 
most of the night watching strike de-
velopments, carried signs and chant-
ed, "Two, four, six, eight — why 
don't you negotiate?"
The school's approximately 17, 
000 students received an email from 
administrators reminding them the 
university will not close.
Spokeswoman Nancy Gainer said 
students are expected to attend class-
es because not all professors will 
strike. Some professors who walked 
out also provided assignments in ad-
vance, she said.
State System spokesman Kenn 
Marshall said they are disappointed 
the union decided to strike because 
they felt they made significant prog-
ress overnight toward a settlement.
Democratic Gov. Tom Wolf said 
that he was "extremely disappoint-
ed" that the two sides failed to reach 
an agreement and urged both sides to 
return to the bargaining table.
The state school system said prior 
to the walkout that its latest propos-
al would provide raises to all perma-
nent and temporary faculty members 
and a health care package identical to 
what other system employees have.
In an effort to reach an agree-
ment, the state said it withdrew sev-
eral proposals including one that 
would have required full-time tem-
porary faculty to teach an addition-
al class each semester. However, some 
professors at West Chester Universi-
ty said Wednesday that is still a stick-
ing point for them because they fear 
it could be revived.
The last faculty contract expired 
June 30, 2015.
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — A for-
mer California college student was sen-
tenced Wednesday to 30 years in prison 
for trying to aid the Islamic State group.
Muhanad Badawi, 25, was also sen-
tenced to a lifetime of supervised re-
lease during a hearing in federal court 
in Santa Ana. He was convicted earlier 
this year of conspiracy to aid a foreign 
terrorist organization and other crimes.
Authorities said Badawi and now-25-
year-old Nader Elhuzayel concocted a 
scheme for Elhuzayel to fly to the Mid-
dle East to fight for the Islamic State 
and that Badawi lent him his debit card 
to buy a one-way plane ticket to Israel 
with a six-hour layover in Turkey.
Federal authorities had asked for the 
30-year sentence for Badawi with life-
time supervised release, which is the 
same sentence that Elhuzayel received 
last month from U.S. District Judge 
David O. Carter.
Defense attorney Kate Corrigan, who 
has said Badawi never actually intend-
ed to fight for the Islamic State, had re-
quested half the amount of prison time 
and 20 years of supervision.
She cited his lack of criminal history 
and age and said she planned to appeal 
the sentence.
ASHLAND, Wis. (AP) — Policy 
experts say a federal program that has 
pumped $2.2 billion into cleaning up 
the Great Lakes needs some improve-
ments but has served a valuable pur-
pose and should continue.
Government officials, advocates 
and scientists called for extending fed-
eral funding of the Great Lakes Resto-
ration Initiative during a meeting this 
month on Madeline Island in Lake 
Superior. 
The initiative was started by the 
Obama administration in 2009 and 
has funded projects to cleanse toxic 
waste sites, battle invasive species, re-
store wildlife habitat and prevent run-
off that causes harmful algal blooms.
A paper released Wednesday by 
the Burke Center says meeting par-
ticipants agreed that more scientific 
monitoring is needed to make sure in-
dividual projects succeed.
Advocates support 
revising but 
continuing Great 
Lakes plan
Great 
Barrier 
Reef in 
danger
Professors on strike at 14 
Pennsylvania universities 
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By Angelica Cataldo 
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
This month, Eastern’s philosophy 
department will be taking on the 
topic of the undead during the “Do 
Zombies Walk Among Us” panel 
6 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 26 in the 
Coleman Hall Auditorium. 
Jason Waller, Grant Sterling, Bri-
an Beakley and Gary Aylesworth 
will be the four philosophy faculty 
members leading the panel to dis-
cuss zombies. 
Each panelist will have no more 
than 10 minutes to make their 
points and state their thoughts. Af-
ter each panelist has spoken, the 
floor will open up to the audience 
for a question-and-answer session. 
“To me, the most fun part (of the 
panel) is what panel members or the 
audience think are important,” Ster-
ling, an associate professor of philos-
ophy, said. “It always surprises me 
some of the things panelists say or 
bring up.”
Sterling said the panelists are able 
to take the topic and choose how 
they wish to go about researching 
and talking about it.
“Some philosophers may discuss 
things that aren’t necessarily the idea 
of a classical zombie. It could just 
be the concept of a zombie or what 
it means to be dead,” Sterling said. 
“(Panelists) are allowed to just take 
an idea and run with it.”
Sterling said that he does not plan 
to talk about the idea of zombies 
portrayed in popular culture, but 
instead, talk about the “concept of 
life and the connective issues of the 
mind.” He also said he likes to see 
what direction people will go with 
for all the topics that have been dis-
cussed.
“I’ve never done a talk about 
zombies before, but I’m going to ar-
gue that the notion of a zombie, at 
least the one depicted in movies and 
books, doesn’t make sense,” Sterling 
said.
In previous years, the event has 
taken many forms such as a one-on-
one debates or question-and-answer 
panels. Last year the philosophy de-
partment held similar events asking 
questions about the existence of a 
god and the devil.
Sterling said he would not consid-
er himself a paranormal, however, he 
said he was interested and open to 
listen to the ideas of his colleagues.
“There will be a variety of per-
spectives, but I don’t know exact-
ly what they’ll be,” Sterling said. “I 
think that’s what makes it interest-
ing.”
Kit Morice, the Tarble Arts Cen-
ter curator of education, will also be 
in attendance as a special guest of 
the event.
Free Tarot card readings will also 
be held before the panel. The event 
is free to the public and will also 
have free candy for those in atten-
dance. 
Angelica Cataldo can be reached at 
581-2812 or amcataldo@eiu.edu.
Philosophy department to host zombie panel
FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Dannie Otto, one of the philosophy professors who spoke at “Does the Devil Exist” panel from October 2015, answers a question posed by one of the audience members in the auditorium of 
Coleman Hall. The Philosophy department will use the same format for their lecture “Do Zombies Walk Among Us” October 26th.
“I’ve never done a talk about zombies before, but I’m going to argue that the 
notion of a zombie, at least the one depicted in movies and books, doesn’t make 
sense.”
-Grant Sterling,  associate professor of psychology
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Staff Editorial
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of 
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.
Gaming Through the Ages
As a military child, I got the chance to see 
tons of new and exciting places. My family and 
I were always on the go and exploring new parts 
of the United States. One of the interesting ven-
ues that I was allowed to call home for a short 
period of time was Honolulu. 
Whenever I tell people that I grew up in Ha-
waii, people assume that my childhood consist-
ed of daily trips to the beach, going to luaus, 
and eating and drinking everything with a hint 
of pineapple. In reality, there are lots of nota-
ble elements from Hawaii that only those who 
live there can truly know about. Some elements 
of Hawaii took away the paradise ideology that 
most people associate with this island. Here is a 
list of things that most people do not realize are 
part of the package of living in Hawaii.
One of the most notable factors of Hawaii 
is the island’s interesting taste for food. While 
most people expect every entrée to be served in-
side of a coconut, there are actually some inter-
esting facts that people are not aware of when it 
comes to food in Hawaii. One example of this is 
that the island uses Hawaiian terms to describe 
items that one might describe as common. 
For example, one common food that some-
one might find at the grocery store is rotisser-
ie chicken. In Hawaii, rotisserie chicken is called 
huli huli chicken. In Hawaiian, “huli huli,” 
means “turn turn.” 
Another food that has been differentiated by 
Hawaii is spam. When I was in grade school, 
we actually had a day each week on our lunch 
calendars that was devoted to spam. Our lunch 
ladies would prepare a meal called spam masu-
bi, which is essentially a pile of white rice with 
a slice of fried spam on top that is all wrapped 
together in non-dried seaweed. As gross as this 
sounds, it is a Hawaiian favorite that is even 
sold at the local gas stations.
When I lived in Hawaii, my family and I 
were placed in military housing in Pearl City on 
the island of Oahu. For anyone who is unfamil-
iar with Hawaiian territory, one might assume 
that living on the coast would be a dream. In ac-
tuality, the area of Pearl City in which we lived 
was of a very low socio-economic status and had 
a very high crime rate. 
In fact, at one point the military base decid-
ed that in order to conserve money, they would 
have to remove the guards that were in charge 
of protecting the base’s gates. At this time, my 
mother was raising two small children, myself 
and my sister, while my dad was serving over-
seas. My mother and all of the other temporari-
ly single military mothers on the base protested 
this decision, and after providing statistics of the 
high crime rates on the island, won their fight to 
stay protected by the guards.
The last and most important item to note 
about Hawaii is the amount of racism expressed 
by the native people against anyone who does 
not “look Hawaiian.” Growing up looking like 
my Italian father, my sister and I blended well 
with the native children with our olive-colored 
skin and dark hair. My mother, however, is Pol-
ish with blonde hair and bright green eyes. The 
native Hawaiian people would discriminate 
against and lash out at my mother for looking 
“different” every time we were in public. 
One day, my mother took us to an amuse-
ment park in Hawaii to enjoy a fun day as a 
family. As we were simply standing and waiting 
in line, a Hawaiian woman ran past us and pur-
posefully rammed her stroller into my mother. 
My mother as well as other people living on the 
island are bullied constantly for not having the 
proper “Hawaiian look.”
Although these facts may detract from the 
better features of Hawaii, I still feel so blessed to 
have been able to live in such an awesome place. 
I will never forget memories of dancing around 
on Christmas in a tank top or presenting my fa-
ther with a beautiful lei when he finally arrived 
home from his trips overseas. If you ever get to 
check out Hawaii, in addition to enjoying the 
beaches and the tropical atmosphere, be sure to 
visit a grocery store and try some spam masu-
bi….but watch out for aggressively racist people 
armed with strollers!
Sierra Falk is a senior English language arts 
major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or 
stfalk@eiu.edu.
Hawaiian life not the paradise seen in movies
Sierra Falk
Guest Column
Electoral college favors urban voters over rural
Letter to the Editor
Long before Donald Trump complained 
about fixed elections, a “fix,” at least in one 
form, has indeed and in truth had its grip on 
presidential elections. The winner-take-all 
system of the Electoral College featured in 48 
of our 50 states is that fix. 
In most states downstate voters have their 
votes stolen by overwhelming votes in large 
cities. This is legalized theft and disenfran-
chisement. Winner-take-all takes every elec-
toral vote in the state, even in congressional 
districts where the voters choose otherwise. 
Only a handful of cities can now choose the 
president. 
It is little wonder that voters feel their votes 
do not count with this in play. The real po-
litical division here is not between races, but 
rather, between rural and urban. Popular vote 
picks the Congress, but not the president. 
From this flows the polarized divisions. 
What is needed is the removal of all win-
ner-take-all in the electoral college. Every vot-
er in every state would need to be courted for 
votes, not just the large cities. Parts of Cali-
fornia, Oregon and Washington could award 
a Republican instead of the entire state going 
one way, for the party which gave us the Ku 
Klux Klan.
-Leonidas Miller, Mattoon resident
Take advantage of fall, Halloween festivities
I have been disappointed for a very long time 
in most politicians and what seems to have be-
come ,“the political process” in this country. 
Our elected officials at all levels should keep in 
mind that, on election day, they may have mere-
ly been the least objectionable remaining candi-
dates to the majority of those candidates to the 
majority of those citizens who remained hopeful 
enough to bother to vote.
I believe that we live in the greatest country 
in the world. But I also believe that we live in a 
country whose citizens invest so much hope in, 
yet have to little faith in, the integrity, honesty 
and ability of our elected officials to produce pos-
itive change.
Unfortunately, it is an attitude born of ob-
servation of much of the politics of our day. We 
need individuals who will find a way to do the 
right thing consistently for our country and our 
world without regard to personal gain or glory. 
Let us find and support them before 2020.
Perhaps we could better convey our behavior-
al expectations of elected officials if we all referred 
to them as “civil servants.” Just a thought. The 
term “politician” seems to have acquired a consis-
tently negative connotation for so many people. 
“Representative of the People” works well, too.
We need successful problem solvers. I want of-
fice holders who will surround themselves with 
the best and brightest individuals available. I 
want men and women who have an acute sense 
of right and wrong and who cannot ignore their 
consciences. Our politicians are given a great deal 
of power; we need to be able to trust that they 
will not abuse it. 
I want fairness. I want good, smart people 
with the ability to make our political system work 
for the benefit of all our citizens.
I need inspiration! I want to be a better per-
son; I really do. I want to be part of the solution 
to what ails our country and the world. I want 
shining examples to follow. Show me significant 
progress; deny me any excuse for apathy. And if, 
as some suspect, our political system is broken, 
then fix it and do it quickly. 
If we are content to sit back and watch the 
cunning and selfish seek attention and financial 
gain by any means while abusing the trust of oth-
ers, we can always view reality TV or replay cov-
erage of the Bernie Madoff story. No, when it 
comes to leaders, I want all the good qualities I 
can think of and then some.
I, like most of you, have always worked hard, 
and I expect no less of those that serve at the ex-
pense of the taxpayers. I need to trust that the fu-
ture of this country lies in the hands of individu-
als who possess abilities and a vision far superior 
to my own. We deserve the best leaders on Earth. 
We are citizens of the greatest country on Earth. 
We live in the United States of America. 
Gail Hildebrand is a former teacher, an Eastern 
graduate and a Charleston resident. She can be 
reached at 581-2812.
We, policy 
makers must 
be part of the 
solution, not 
the problem
Questions? Comments?
Are you interested in writing a letter to the 
editor? Do you want to speak to a columnist, 
a cartoonist or the opinion staff? Do you won-
der about the process that goes into creating 
the opinions page? Email opinions editor Shel-
by Niehaus as opinions.den@gmail.com with 
all your burning questions! Letters to the edi-
tor should be 250 words of fewer. Please include 
your name and town of residence.
October is the month of everything spooky 
and with only 12 days left in the month, time is 
running out to visit the nearest haunted house 
or to use that good excuse to dress in all black.  
It is easy to find fun Halloween adventures 
considering the history of Charleston and the 
haunted Pemberton Hall right on campus that 
harbors the ghost of Mary Hawkins, a former 
dorm mother.  
There are several tales of houses being haunt-
ed in Coles County in addition to witch graves, 
one of them located in the St. Omer Ceme-
tery and another called the Chesterville Witch’s 
Grave near Arcola. These are just a few listed out 
of several witch graves throughout the county.   
As midterm week comes to a close, students 
should take advantage of their free time to enjoy 
all of the fall festivities in the community and 
on campus.  
Halloween is the perfect holiday to celebrate 
on a college campus because it does not make 
students dwell too much on being away from 
home and because there are plenty of Halloween 
parties or events to go around.  
Halloween is unlike other holidays because 
it is not family orientated but more about hav-
ing fun with friends on campus after worrying 
about the stress of school.  
In addition to having fun for Halloween, stu-
dents should also remember to be safe in their 
celebration if they are going to parties and con-
suming alcohol.  
Students can take the weekend to visit The 
Great Pumpkin Patch, have horror movie mar-
athons with friends or attend costume parties.  
The Daily Eastern News believes that in our 
home away from home, students should en-
joy the fun holiday, make a jack-o-lanterns 
and sit back to enjoy pumpkin-spice-flavored 
something.                                                                                                               
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Take your RSO photo 
for the 2016-2017 
Warbler Yearbook
Please secure a time slot for your RSO 
online at http://goo.gl/mqt0nN.
Have more than 40 members in your group? 
Call 217-581-2812 for more information.
Oct. 10-12  and Oct. 24-26
5 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Greenup Room in MLK Union
Warbler Yearbook
Order yours at www.commerce.cashnet.com/eiuspub
Your book. Your life.
By Janet Pernell
Multicultural Reporter | @DEN_News
Hailing from a Big Ten university, new 
French professor Ryan Schroth said he already 
feels connected with both his students and co-
workers. 
He received his PhD from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison in May and got the posi-
tion in the foreign language department right af-
ter. Schroth said there were a few new hires.
At Wisconsin, he taught French and English 
classes.
Schroth said he first learned French in high 
school and since then had perceived ideas about 
it.
“I went to French because everyone was go-
ing to Spanish, and I didn’t want to do what ev-
eryone else was doing,” Schroth said. “So I end-
ed up taking French and then I fell in love with 
it from there.”
After taking French classes, he knew he want-
ed to make it his career.
Schroth said so far at Eastern, he notices how 
hard the other staff members are working espe-
cially during the budget crisis.
“A lot of people had to take on work and it’s 
unfortunate,” Schroth said. “Going the extra 
mile is just beautiful.”
Schroth also likes how unified the campus is 
here at Eastern.
“I’m just happy to see that there is something 
going on around campus that brings everyone 
together,” Schroth said.
Schroth said he is also happy to be at Eastern 
and is grateful that the staff chose him to work 
in the foreign language department.
He chose to teach at Eastern because he want-
ed to have a closer relationship with his stu-
dents. Normally at schools like Wisconsin and 
other larger universities, the students are not 
as connected and are seen as just a number, 
Schroth said.
He said he thinks larger universities tend to 
be removed from the professor.
He is the advisor for the French Club.
Schroth said so far he is getting great feedback 
from his students because of how quickly they 
pick up the lessons.
“I think that the students are definitely re-
sponding,” Schroth said. “I can’t believe how 
much they’ve learned in nine weeks.”
Schroth explained how the size of Eastern’s 
foreign language department is different from 
other foreign departments.
“It’s much more intimate [and] I get to know 
all of my students,” Schroth said. “It’s almost 
like a more advanced one-on-one tutoring ses-
sion than a large lecture with 50 people in the 
room.”
Schroth would like to work with the Wom-
en’s Studies Department, EIU Pride and the Af-
ricana Studies Department.
Next spring, Schroth hopes to travel to Que-
bec with some students.
“I think that so many students don’t know 
that French, outside of the United States, is the 
most studied language.” Schroth said.
Schroth said he would like to get all of his 
French students and the foreign language de-
partment to go into the Charleston, Mattoon 
and other central Illinois areas.
“I’m really trying to get us to do things in the 
classroom, but I also want you to go out into the 
community and use French.” Schroth said.
He would also like to go out to senior citizen 
homes with advanced students and volunteer by 
teaching them French.
Schroth said one thing he would like to 
change about Eastern is making the French lan-
guage more visible on campus and would like 
for others to acknowledge it being spoken in 
other places and not just France.
“I would like for students to also think of 
French as not just a language that is spoken in 
Europe,” Schroth said. “But the majority of 
French spoke in the world is spoken on the Af-
rican continent.”
 
Janet Pernell can be reached at 581-2812 or 
jopernell@eiu.edu.
New French professor enjoys Eastern’s unity
» Marketing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE1
» Structures
CONTINUED FROM PAGE1
Staff Report 
The Council on Academic Affairs will vote 
on a new interdisciplinary health communica-
tion major in the Communication Studies and 
Health Studies departments.
The proposed health communication major 
will prepare students for careers in the health 
care field. 
Currently, the only health communication 
programs in the state are a master’s degree of-
fered by the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign and DePaul University. 
If Eastern approves the major, it would be an 
undergraduate degree.
Also on the agenda is a response to a commu-
nication to philosophy professor Jonelle DePetro 
from the CAA chair Marita Gronnvoll.
DePetro requested a resolution stating that 
any new addition to the general education cur-
riculum would require that a course be delet-
ed from general education from the department 
adding the new course.
She also requested a stop to adding new gen-
eral education courses.
In a memorandum sent to the CAA Oct. 10, 
she wrote it is unnecessary to expand general ed-
ucation courses to attract students to Eastern’s 
programs.
With enrollment and teachers down, adding 
courses to general education might have nega-
tive consequences, DePetro said in the resolu-
tion.
“The moratorium would provide some stabil-
ity in the current Gen Ed course offerings and 
allow CAA and the campus community time to 
reevaluate the purpose and current structure of 
Gen Ed,” DePetro said.
DePetro wrote the moratorium would give a 
better understanding on how general education 
can best serve the student body.
“We should be cautious about changing the 
Gen Ed offerings until we have had a campus-
wide discussion and evaluation of the current 
Gen Ed foundation,” DePetro said. “I believe 
the option of adopting this proposal will have 
better consequences for everyone affected than 
not adopting a proposal.”
Gronnvoll said in a written response to De-
Petro Oct. 13 that according to the CAA’s by-
laws, the proposal would have to be involved in 
a campus-wide discussion.
“As I made clear last week, I believe it is very 
important that we have some mechanism to 
have a campus-wide discussion on this propos-
al before we ask CAA to approve a controversial 
proposal,” Gronnvoll said.
Also on the agenda are new classes to be vot-
ed on.
These classes include Introduction to Health 
Communications, Communication in Health 
Professions and Special Topics in Health Com-
munication. 
Introduction to Health Communications will 
focus on the perspective of health consumers. It 
will include communication with families, me-
dia, doctors and patients.
Communication in Health Professions will 
focus more on patient-provider interactions and 
communication skills regarding health related 
outcomes.
The News can be reached at 581-2812 
or dennewsdesk@gmail.com
CAA to vote on new 
Gen Ed courses“There is value in being on the same team,” Kilgore said. “We’d have a clearer idea of how to 
grow people. It could be big, make a difference and 
could be implemented.”
Flight said when the departments are separated 
and their goals are not aligned, there could be con-
flict between departments.
Kilgore said some people do not realize people 
who work in different offices do work that is some-
what related, and it could make it harder to send 
the right person to get things done.
“We don’t want to ask you to do so much foot-
work, asking this person and asking this person and 
asking this person for this thing,” Kilgore said. “So 
to have this centralized better for a person working 
in a group would be better for the people we’re try-
ing to serve.”
Utah said structural issues are the foundation 
for everything, so if the group can figure out how 
to map the progressions starting from places being 
structured, they can lay the foundation for other 
plans to happen.
“It would be very clear to read and understand as 
recommendations,” Utah said.
Utah suggested informal channels be used when 
communicating that would not necessarily be a so-
cial gathering and could be a communication chan-
nel that is not part of the actual regulations of the 
university or organization. 
Jeremy Alexander, interim associate director of 
Housing and Dining, said for instance, though he 
reports to Mark Hudson, director of Housing and 
Dining, he can still listen to what Kilgore says to do 
regarding what Eastern’s style, pictures and layout is 
in regards to marketing as they are both part of the 
university as a whole.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at 581-2812 or 
cjbuchman@eiu.edu
“The reality is we do have to offer students fields 
that are interesting to them, but always have to offer 
basic foundational liberal arts because that’s what we 
are,” Mueller said. 
England  said some of the disciplines offered at 
Eastern are not usually studied in high school, so 
when organizing, the university cannot lead with 
those.
“Students are going to (say) this is not what I’m 
looking for,” England said. “We have to figure out 
how to have an organizational structure, which gives 
primacy to recruiting that also preserves (other ar-
eas).”
Mueller said it would help to organize college in 
a way that is clear about what they do.
“It’s more endearing (to say) ‘this is the College 
of Education, this is where we train teachers, that’s 
what we do,’” Mueller said.
Sometimes, she said students will be drawn later 
to areas that did not occur to them right away.
“(Maybe) they find out ‘Oh, I love English, I love 
the arts.’ We need them as a fundamental part of 
our education,” Mueller said. “Maybe by reorganiz-
ing we can emphasize these traditional liberal arts 
fields better.”
England said by looking at other organizational 
models from different universities, they do not need 
to permanent, but instead ask themselves if Eastern 
had a certain college or merged different areas.
Mueller said if the group reorganizes colleges, 
they need to show both how it will help enrollment 
and also let Eastern President David Glassman how 
the organizational structure will be efficient.
Over the next week, the group will be studying 
the peer institutions and start mapping out what a 
reorganization could look like.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at 581-2812 or 
cjbuchman@eiu.edu
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   1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377   Charleston, IL 61920 
  217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472 
     www.woodrentals. com 
10 Year Price Rollback!  
2BR for 2 = $500. 
Now, Spring, or Fall 2017 
½ Block to Lantz 
Announcements For rent
CLASSIFIEDS
ACROSS
 1 Trio who 
released the 
1994 album 
“Under the 
Pink”
 5 Tense talk, 
often
10 Tenure
14 Ink of elite type
15 Anoint in the 
western Pacific
16 Roved 
unpredictably
17 Trap #1 to 
solving this 
puzzle
19 Hadji group, 
briefly
20 Pot ___
21 Ignore
22 Visa offering
24 Heads seen on 
Halloween
26 Hips that can 
move quickly
27 Logs through 
water
28 Gilded smoothly
31 Rescued
32 Pacer
34 Pan sound
35 Gaiter locales, 
for short
36 Trap #2
39 Wand 
representer, in 
myth
42 Mane seen 
around the 
farm
43 Pipes purchase 
of 2001
46 Paid purchase, 
perhaps
47 Shop houses
49 Regal volume
51 Clan from the 
ocean
53 Isabel of 
mathematics 
fame
55 Stingray
56 Stops to get a 
massage
58 Stew ___
59 Nights that high 
schoolers 
obsess over
60 Trap #3
63 Steered, today
64 Never
65 Insets may be 
filled with them
66 Reform 
transportation 
secretary
67 Dairy unit
68 Slit
DOWN
 1 Procured 
for many 
big 2000s 
comedies
 2 Manila 
alternative, in a 
guessing game
 3 Trains for an 
N.H.L. game, 
say
 4 Plums
 5 Hassles in a 
bowling alley
 6 Wake
 7 Roster in 
63-Across
 8 Causal negative
 9 Taste of Mexico
10 Folgers concern
11 Lima expense
12 Nepal V.I.P.
13 “Geared!”
18 Time for a 
grease monkey
23 Courses that 
get you down?
25 Abhors material 
for making toys
26 Drainage, e.g.
29 Eager (to)
30 Nailed, for 
short
33 Curie’s partner, 
once
37 Harem show on 
HBO
38 Medical points, 
e.g.
39 Nestler
40 Urn
41 Freight of 
ancient Greece
44 Reigns at a 
music hall
45 Harm in 
Democratic 
politics
48 Croat who won 
an Academy 
Award in 1999
50 Rifts in the 
family, say
52 Resist in the 
White House
54 Tab material
56 Squire message
57 Hose purchase
61 Veto in 
the French 
legislature
62 “Loco” sort
PUZZLE BY IAN LIVENGOOD
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay. 
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35
36 37 38
39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54
55 56 57 58
59 60 61 62
63 64 65
66 67 68
A V A T A R J F K R E D S
M A N A G E O A T A L O E
A R G U E D I T S A G I R L
D I E T D I N M A X I M
E E L P I C T U R E I T A
U T I L I T Y N O N P R O
S A N A A P U L S E
L A D F R A M E N O H
E L D E R S C R I P
F A D E I N S I L E N T L
G R O A C A D E M Y A H A
H A R P S R C A I M E T
O N T H E W A Y C I C E R O
S C A D A L L O P E N T O
T E S S R A Y P A T T O N
The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
620 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
For Release Thursday, October 20, 2016
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0915Crossword
Help wanted
Homecoming All Day Drink Specials 
Saturday 
$1.75 beers, $2.00 bloody marys, 
$2.00 screwdrivers
at Charleston Elks Lodge 720 6th St. 
next to Charleston Library 
_______________________ 10/21
ADULT COSTUMES FOR RENT! Plus 
hats, wigs, makeup, masks and 
more! Grand Ball Costumes, 609 
Sixth Street, Charleston. Open Mon-
day-Saturday, Noon to 6 through 
Halloween.
_______________________ 10/31
2 Bedroom 1 month free rent re-
modeled close to campus furnished 
call or text Lincoln Court at 
314-334-3994
_______________________ 10/21
$10.25 per hour with a pay increase 
after all training is completed. CCAR 
Industries is recruiting for full/part-
time Direct Service Personnel staff 
for evening and weekend shifts to 
work with adults with developmen-
tal disabilities in 12 group homes in 
Charleston. Valid drivers’ license 
and a social security card are re-
quired. Must be able to pass crimi-
nal background checks. For more 
information about CCAR Industries’ 
employment opportunities visit 
www.ccarindustries.org. Applica-
tions may be sent on-line or ob-
tained at 1530 Lincoln Avenue, 
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
_______________________ 10/25
Night owls needed.  5 - 7 hours per 
week.  aApply in person 
1802 Buzzard Hall.
_______________________ 10/25
For rent
Awesome 3 Bedroom Townhouse 
Call 24 hours for details 
217-549-2668
_______________________ 10/25
Fall 2017. Group of 4 or 5 persons 
needed for 1837 11th St. Close to 
campus. $325 for 5 or $350 for 4. 
Lower level bedrooms are $250. No 
money down at signing. Very nice 5 
bedroom 3 bath, 2 laundry areas, 
detached garage for smokers, pet 
deposit required. Call or text 
(217) 728-7426.
_______________________ 10/28
Fall 2017.  Very nice houses, town-
houses, and apartments for 1 - 8 
people.  1 - 3 blocks from campus. 
Rent:  $250 - $400 per person. 
www.myeiuhome.com  
217-493-7559.
_______________________ 10/31
You deserve to live in a nice home 
with nice landlords. Leasing for Fall 
2017. 2-5 bedroom homes, includes 
all appliances and garbage. Walk to 
campus. Pet friendly. Call or text 
217-649-6508. 
Email: mkesler@parkland.edu 
Website: keslerodle.com
_______________________ 10/31
2 & 4 BR apts. 217-348-7746. www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 11/30
Spring and Fall 2017: 1,2,3 & 4 BR 
Apts. As low as $222.50. Close to 
campus. 217-348-7746 
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 12/12
Run like a panther.
217-581-2816
OLIVIA SWENSON-HULTZ | 
THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Kelsey Dougherty, a senior, psychol-
ogy major, organizes textbooks for the 
Discarded Textbook Sale, where text-
books that are no longer usable are 
sold. The prices are $3 for paperbacks 
and $5 for hardcover in the Textbook 
Rental Services.
Recycle, reuse, resale
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GET MORE COVERAGE
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
By Kaitlin Cordes
Cross Country Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The  Pan the r  Tr a i l ,  l o c a t ed 
around the pond and some athletic 
facilities on Campus Pond, will be 
dedicated to a former cross-coun-
try coach.
The current path wil l  be re-
named the Thomas Woodall Pan-
ther Trail in honor of Dr. Thom-
as Woodall. In addition to coach-
ing cross-country, Woodall served 
as a kinesiology and sports science 
professor.
Current cross-country coach 
Erin Howarth said the idea for the 
trail dedication came about over a 
year ago when Lisa Larson pushed 
for a tribute of sorts to the retired 
coach.
Larson is the wife of former East-
ern runner Mike Larson who ran 
during Woodall’s time as a coach.
Larson contacted other former 
runners and other longtime do-
nors for financial support to give 
the trail an official name. By July 
2015, Larson successfully raised the 
funds needed, and despite delays in 
the project, the trail will now be re-
named.
The Kinesiology and Sports Sci-
ence and Athletic Departments will 
host an informal ceremony near the 
Campus Pond south of Lantz Are-
na. The departments will unveil a 
sign with the trail’s new name. 
The ceremony is open to anyone 
and will unofficially coincide with 
homecoming activities.
The two-mi le  c ross -countr y 
course consists of both grass and 
stone-chips, much like the one 
Woodall and former Eastern runner 
Joe Sheeran trekked in Oregon over 
35 years ago.
Sheeran, a former Eastern runner 
with the most NCAA All-Ameri-
can athlete honors in school histo-
ry, returned from one of his many 
trips to the NCAA Division I track 
championships with an idea.
Both Sheeran and Woodall de-
cided Eastern needed a safe path 
away from roads and other poten-
tial dangers for their cross-country 
and track teams, said Howarth.
The running path took two years 
to complete with the help of East-
ern families, athletes, communi-
ty members and Eastern grounds 
crews.
The KSS and Athletic Depart-
ments would like to thank all those 
who helped to construct the trail 
and those who supported the re-
naming project.
 “It is nice to know that it pro-
vides an enjoyable exercise option 
for all who live in the area,” How-
arth said.
Kaitlin Cordes can be reached 
at 581-2812 or krcordes@eiu.edu.
Panther Trail to be dedicated, renamed for former coach
JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Eastern cross-country members Tyler Yunk (second from left), Paxson Me-
nard (third from left) and Riley McInerney (fourth from left) begin the 6K 
race in the Bradley 'Pink' Classic Friday at Newman Golf Course in Peoria. 
The men’s team finished fifth in the 27-team event. 
FILE PHOTO| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Junior Grace Summers competes in a meet during the 2015 season. Summers finished at 20-1 marking one of the 
best season in Eastern history.
By Parker Valentine 
Women’s Tennis Reporter| @DEN_Sports
The diversity in class of the Pan-
ther players at this year’s Intercolle-
giate Tennis Association regional at 
Michigan State University, shows 
the depth of the Eastern women’s 
tennis team this year. 
 Senior Kelly Iden, junior Grace 
Summers and freshman Stella Cliffe 
are attending the meet. 
Iden has already qualified for the 
main draw, making history as the 
first Panther woman to do so. Sum-
mers and Cliffe are playing in qual-
ifying matches to make the main 
draw on Thursday, they will be re-
quired to win three straight singles 
matches in order to qualify. 
Summers, the No. 3 seed earned 
a bye in the first round as a result of 
her seeding.
This is Cliffe’s first college re-
gional as a freshman. In her first 
season of collegiate tennis, Cliffe 
finished with a record of 3-6 in sin-
gles play and a fourth place finish in 
flight two at the Bradley Invite. 
Summers and Iden will both be 
giving Cliffe advice on how to pre-
pare for the event. Both athletes 
competed in last year’s ITA regional 
at the University of Michigan. The 
pair qualified after winning three 
straight matches. Those victories 
last year were also a bit of history 
as no Panther woman had ever done 
that before.
This is the third straight regional 
invite for Summers and Iden.
Summers and Iden will be play-
ing doubles together for the first 
time in their three years at Eastern. 
Iden begins singles play Friday 
for her historic first match. Sum-
mers and Iden will begin doubles 
play on Friday as well. 
“I look forward to the high-level 
competition and getting off to a fast 
start,” Iden said.
It is business as usual for Coach 
Emily Wang, Iden and Summers. 
“We do not worry about the 
draws, we have focused on Kel-
ly and Grace’s game and how they 
are going to play this week and we 
will be ready to adjust to the oppo-
nent.” Wang said.
Making history was just the start 
for Summers and Iden as they look 
to go deeper in the tournament 
than they have ever gone.
“I am going to lay everything 
out on the court and hopefully I 
can make it further than last year,” 
Summers said.
The other teams that will be in 
attendance include: Akron, Bowl-
ing Green, Chicago State, Cleve-
land State, DePaul, Detroit, East-
ern Michigan, Illinois State, Illi-
nois, Michigan, Northern, Tole-
do, Valparaiso, Western Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Wisconsin-Milwau-
kee, Youngstown State, and the host 
Spartans. 
Singles play begins at 9 a.m. 
Thursday and doubles play begins 
Friday at 2 p.m. After the Semi- 
and Quarterfinal rounds take over 
the weekend, the winners will be 
decided in the doubles final Mon-
day morning, with the singles final 
Tuesday morning. 
The winner will be rewarded with 
an automatic entry into the United 
States Tennis Association/Intercol-
legiate Tennis Association National 
Indoor Intercollegiate Champion-
ships that will take place from Nov. 
3 to 6, in Flushing, N.Y.
This will be the last tournament 
of the fall season for the Eastern 
women’s tennis team, and they will 
begin preparation for the spring sea-
son shortly there after. 
Parker Valentine can be 
reached at 581-2812
 or pivalentine@eiu.edu.
Eastern sends three to ITA regional
Kelly Iden makes 
history for Panthers 
with automatic bid
Sports Editor
Sean Hastings
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Freshman defender Marcus Menniti fights for possession with Valparaiso senior midfielder Isaiah Madrid during the Panthers’ 3-0 loss to Valparaiso Tues-
day, Sept. 27, at Lakeside Field.
By Mark Shanahan
Assistant Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s soccer team 
was rained out on Wednesday night 
at Cincinnati for its final non-con-
ference game. 
Looking ahead,  Eas tern  has 
three games remaining this year, all 
against Summit League opponents. 
Luckily for the Panthers, two of the 
final three games will be played at 
Lakeside Field. The first matchup 
will be Sunday against Fort Wayne.
Fort Wayne is 7-7 on the year, 
but they find themselves at the bot-
tom half of the Summit League 
standings with a 1-2 record. The 
two losses came by one goal against 
the top teams Denver and Oma-
ha. They defeated Oral Roberts for 
their only conference win. 
Eastern will head into this game 
very well  rested; they have not 
played since Oct. 11. They won 
a hard fought game 1-0 against 
Northern Illinois that showed that 
this team is capable of sticking with 
anyone. 
Although Eastern is 3-9-1, they 
have had eight games decided by 
one goal this season. The Panthers 
are 2-6 in those games, but if they 
can get the offense going they will 
be able to get points in the standing 
from draws or wins. 
The defense has been strong for 
the Panthers this year with junior 
goalkeeper Mike Novotny starting 
all but one game this season. No-
votny made six saves in the shutout 
win against Northern Illinois and 
they will need him to continue that 
strong play if they want to earn a 
trip to the conference tournament. 
Eastern has scored 11 goals this 
season by 10 different players, prov-
ing they have been able to spread 
the offense around. Senior Davis 
Wegmann is the team’s only play-
er with two goals this season. Fort 
Wayne has  been shutout three 
games in a row coming into this 
matchup; Eastern will need to find 
that one goal.
The last game for Eastern showed 
if they could score one goal they can 
rely on their defense to hold on for 
the win. The Panthers most like-
ly need to win all three of their re-
maining games to make it to the 
postseason. The remaining schedule 
includes Western Illinois at home 
and then IUPUI on the road after 
Fort Wayne.
Western Illinois is currently third 
in the standings and in the postsea-
son hunt, the top four teams go to 
the postseason tournament. They 
are 2-1 in league play and 6-6-1 
overall. They were recently shut-
out 2-0 against Denver and will face 
Omaha before they meet Eastern. 
IUPUI is 1-12 this season and 
0-4 in conference. The only victory 
this season came against Northern 
Illinois. They have lost five in a row 
since that victory and have been 
shutout four straight games. They 
have only scored five goals this sea-
son through 13 games. 
Eastern and IUPUI are the only 
teams to not record a conference 
win this season. Eastern’s problem 
is not scoring enough goals to equal 
the 21 goals they have given up this 
season, which is the fourth least in 
the conference.  
Fort Wayne and Western Illi-
nois will not be easy tasks, but IU-
PUI has struggled mightily and is a 
very winnable game for Eastern. If 
Eastern can win its next two games, 
their schedule will make it possible 
for them to make the postseason.
Mark Shanahan can be reached at 
581-2812 or mmshanahan@eiu.edu.
Three games remain for men’s soccer
BRYAN BUND | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Redshirt junior quarterback Mitch Kimble rushes past Tennessee State defenders Saturday, Oct. 8. Kimble carried 
the ball seven times for 34 yards and a touchdown in the 35-34 win.
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
Murray State could ruin the Pan-
thers season Saturday and that would 
not settle well with the team or with 
Eastern football fans. 
Eastern is 3-1 in Ohio Valley Con-
ference contests, in second place just 
behind back-to-back champion Jack-
sonville State. Murray State has just 
one win this season coming against 
0-6 Austin Peay. 
Five teams in the OVC have one 
or less losses and with the standings 
so tight, one more loss could make 
it tough for a team to get in; such as 
Eastern. 
Eastern will see Jacksonville State 
next week, but if Eastern overlooks 
the Murray State Racers, they will 
lose and the game against Jacksonville 
State will be Eastern’s final chance to 
keep fighting for the OVC title. 
The thing is, Eastern has not even 
shown its full potential. One part of 
the game where the Panthers strug-
gled has stood out in each game; they 
could be better in every aspect. 
Redshirt junior running back 
Devin Church leads all OVC run-
ning backs in rushing yards this sea-
son with 614 yards on 121 attempts 
in seven games. 
It took some time to get the run-
ning game going for the Panthers, 
and now it has become one of the 
biggest forces Eastern brings into a 
game. The Panthers, as a team, have 
had back-to-back 200 + rushing-yard 
games.
Overall, Eastern’s offense has had 
no problem putting up yards against 
its opponents. The Panthers put up 
over 600 yards of total offense against 
Austin Peay. 
Even though Austin Peay is the 
worst team in the OVC, it was able 
to score 35 points on the Eastern de-
fense. 
And what was relevant that game, 
has been relevant a few other times 
this season: Eastern has allowed a few 
big plays in each game, and it has al-
most cost them, and it did cost them 
against Southeast Missouri, the Pan-
thers’ only OVC loss. 
It’s gotten to the point where a big 
play could ruin Eastern’s season, and 
don’t be surprised if Murray State is 
the one to do it. With the way East-
ern’s defense held up at the end of last 
weekend’s game at Tennessee Tech, 
the Panthers should be fine, but that 
is no reason to get too confident. 
In Murray State’s loss to Tennes-
see-Martin last week, the Racers used 
a 65-yard run by Mareio McGraw 
to get them back into the game. The 
Racer’s kicker can also send the ball 
quite a way, hitting a 50-yard field 
goal to give Murray State a late lead. 
The lead did not last long as Mur-
ray State’s defense fell flat on Tennes-
see-Martin’s following drive. 
Greg McKillon caught Troy Cook’s 
pass for a 75-yard hook up for a 
touchdown and essentially knock off 
the Racers. 
Tennessee-Martin improved to 3-1 
with the win, keeping them at the top 
of the conference. 
The Racers may be struggling this 
season, but one play put them away 
in the fourth quarter last week. 
Coach Kim Dameron said Mur-
ray State is a tough team and before 
the Panthers can even begin thinking 
about Jacksonville State in two weeks, 
they have to handle Murray State.  
Sean Hastings can be reached at 581-
2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.
Murray State, an opponent  Eastern cannot overlook
OPINION 
